### FACTS
- Jody Williams was born in 1950 in Putney, Vermont, United States of America.
- In 1992 she founded the International Campaign to Ban Landmines (ICBL). You can find out more about ICBL at ICBL-International Campaign to Ban Landmines | ICBL.
- Jody Williams played a significant role in bringing about the international Mine Ban Treaty in 1997.
- The same year, she was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize together with ICBL.

### LETTER WRITING
Is there something you would like to change at your school? Write a letter to the principal and tell them about the problem.

### WORD PUZZLE
Search for the hidden words. The words may be placed horizontally, vertically, or diagonally.

```
OLYTEAEPTWDS
SANUYGDJFITG
KNKGXKCBSMEA
RDHWICVALZRV
UMPCFARIKNNM
CISXKMPTSOLQ
JNJGAHSMZCBH
IEPMRTULAPCK
XSNEVEJVSICG
KNWFKIEDPOCX
TKVXTFYEWXOS
JODYWILLIAMS
```

### LANDMINES
Antipersonnel landmines are explosive devices designed to be detonated by a person’s presence, proximity, or contact. Placed under or on the ground, they can lie dormant for years, threatening civilians’ safety during conflicts and long afterward. A landmine is incapable of distinguishing between a soldier or a child stepping on it, therefore they indiscriminately kill or injure civilians, aid workers, peacekeepers, and soldiers alike. Nobody knows how many mines are in the ground worldwide. It is believed that there may be over 100 million in over 70 countries.